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What questions 
should you ask yourself 

before buying?

Any specialist, a 3D equipment engineer or a sales 
consultant, will ask the same questions to help you 
choose a 3D scanner. Answers to these questions will help 
to understand which option will be optimal for you. 
In order to plan your purchase budget correctly, 
it is worthwhile to answer them yourself.

?
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1
This is the most important question to be 
answered first.

Some models of 3D scanners are better 
suited for digitizing of people, but they 
show a mediocre result when working with 
small details of static objects. Others are 
able to digitize objects from one centimeter 
to several meters with high accuracy and 
high level of details, but you definitely will 
be unhappy with the result of their work 
when scanning people.

Also there are objects which will limit the 
choice of scanning technologies. For 
example huge objects such as architectural 
structures can be efficiently digitized only 
by laser 3D scanners or photogrammetry. 
Systems based on structural light 
technology are not suitable for them.

What type of objects 
are you planning to scan?
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Most of 3D scanners are designed 
to work with objects of a certain size and 
they have a fixed field of view. Typically, 
manufacturers offer to use different 
models of scanners to work with small 
(like jewelry) and large (like cars) objects.

If you plan to scan objects of the same 
size the best choice will be to find the 
most suitable scanner by its field of view.

If you want to get the maximum coverage 
of object sizes from a few centimeters 
to several meters, then it’s worth paying 
attention to systems with variable scan-
ning zones and with a support of markers 
(targets). Such 3D scanners will allow you 
both to capture detailed scans of small 
objects and scan large objects with high 
accuracy due to automatic registration 
of scans by markers.
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2Objects of what sizes 
are you planning to scan?

If you want to get the maximum coverage 
- pay attention to systems with variable 
scanning zones 
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The accuracy of scanning is one 
of the most important characteris-
tics. Usually, the 3D-scan accuracy 
is understood as the permissible 
deviation of each point of the 
received 3D-model from a physical 
object. It is measured in millimeters 
or microns (1 micron = 0.001 mm).

High-precision 3D scanners (5-30 
microns). They provide the maximum 
quality of the scan data. They are 
used, for example, in the aerospace 
industry. The scanner with an accura-
cy of 30 microns on wide field of view 
can cost more than $50,000.

3D scanners with an accuracy of 
30-100 microns. This is the largest 
group of scanners, they are used in 
a wide range of applications. A 3D 
scanner with an accuracy of 60-70 
microns will be suitable for most 
tasks and will cost between 
$4000-9000.

3D scanners with an accuracy 
of less than 100 microns. These 
cheap systems are used when high 
precision is not required. Such 
systems allow to obtain a general 
geometry of the object, which will not 
be part of the working mechanism 
or when measurement error is not 
critical (for example, when creating 
relief furniture ornaments). 
Prices up to $ 3,000.

For expensive systems designed 
for landscape and architectural 
scanning, a deviation of 0,2-0,3 mm 
or even 1,2 mm is acceptable - when 
digitizing rooms or construction sites 
this is not critical.

3What accuracy do you need?

The higher the accuracy, the higher 
the cost of the 3d scanner
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Resolution is the distance between two 
neighboring points on the 3D model. 
Resolution affects the detail (the denser 
the cloud of scan points, the more sur-
face details it contains) and the file size 
of the model. Accuracy and resolution 
do not depend on each other. It may 
be possible that an accurate 3D scanner 
collects only 10 dots per one scan while 
an inaccurate scanner makes 
a million dots. 

Resolution, as well as accuracy, has 
a direct impact on the cost 
of the scanner. The higher 
the resolution - 
the higher it can be.

4What resolution do you need?

Low resolution requirements 
are acceptable if the detail 
is not important

High resolution is required when 
details are critical, for example, 
when scanning a face of a sculpture
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The speed of the scanner is not so im-
portant for digitizing of static objects. 
A scanner that does one scan faster than 
18 seconds is suitable for most users. 
If a scanner is able to digitize the object 
by 360 degrees on the turntable 
in 2 minutes - this is more than enough.

Faster systems are required for scan-
ning people because people can not stay 
a long time without moving. For such 
tasks it is better to choose from systems 
whose speed is indicated in “frames per 
second”, and not “seconds per frame”. 
Systems with speed below 1.5 seconds 
per frame are not recommended 
for scanning people.

5 Is the speed of the scanner 
important?

Photo by prolab3d.ru

High speed is needed 
to scan people
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Paying attention to some points you 
can more rationally use the budget 
for the purchase.

Features and options included in 
the cost of the scanner. Scanners 
similar by price and technical capa-
bilities can have different basis 
delivery set and default functions. 
Pay attention to whether the 
options you need such as an 
automatic turntable, a texture 
capture module, or a travel case 
are included in the price.

The cos of the software license/
updates. Consider the cost 
of a license per year, the cost 
of updates, the cost of additional 
licenses. Some manufacturers, 
even if the user buys a scanner with 
an unlimited lifetime license for the 
software, subsequently charge 

a fee for updating the software 
to the latest versions. A more 
expensive scanner with free soft-
ware updates and an unlimited 
license may be a more 
advantageous option.

Choose models that you can 
service yourself, at least that can 
be calibrated (if needed) without the 
involvement of the manufacturer.

Pay attention to the little things: 
if the scanner works only with 
reflective markers, prepare an 
additional budget for their 
purchase. In contrast to convention-
al markers, they can not be printed 
on a conventional printer 
on self-adhesive paper.

Do you need all the scanning 
features? You can save by giving 

up some. For example, a desktop 
scanner that is comparable in per-
formance to an expensive handheld 
scanner can be purchased almost 
4 times cheaper - but you will have 
to abandon the idea of scanning 
people. Another example: some 
scanner models can be purchased 
without separate modules (for ex-
ample, for scanning color textures).

6 What is the budget 
for purchase and operation?

Not only the cost of purchase 
is important, but also the cost 
of operating of the hardware 
and software
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Tips for 3D scanning: 
do not reinvent the wheel

RangeVision engineers made some basic 
recommendations on working with a 3D scanner, 
its software and objects of scanning.
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1

2 43
Observe the light conditions
If you are scanning with color textures 
it is recommended to set up a good 
lighting conditions. When digitizing 
object without color, the twilight will 
provide the best scan result.

The scanner must be securely 
locked when moving
When moving the scanner relative to the 
object, it is necessary to ensure a stable 
position of the scanning unit. All levers 
of the rotary mechanism must 
be securely fixed. 

Avoid vibrations
The vibrations of the floor and the surfaces 
on which the scanner or object of scanning 
is standing are not permissible. Pi
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Avoid scanning 
conditions change
The change in lighting conditions and 
room temperature during scanning can 
affect the quality of the final 3D model.
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Use different scanning zones 
on one object
If the object is large and has areas with fine 
detail, several scanning zones can be used 
to digitize it. The results will be merged 
by the software automatically.

Use the contrast exposure 
function
If there are both dark and light areas on the 
object, you can use the contrast exposure 
mode. The scanner will make two scans: 
one - with low exposure, and the other - with 
high. This will allow you to capture more 
surface data of the object.

Use a home-made backing 
with markers
The backing can be made of different mate-
rials, but remember that it should not bend 
and the markers must be firmly attached to 
it. The best option is to use a glass backing. 
It will be useful when:
• you can not apply markers to an object;
• the object has thin walls (to simplify 
the automatic alignment of scans 
in the software).

5 6 7
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Use a stand when scanning
To simplify the subsequent cleaning 
of scans (removal of the table surface and 
other unnecessary elements) it is recom-
mended to place the object on a stand. You 
can even use bottle caps or cubes. This will 
help to remove the unnecessary geometry 
in two clicks.

Small objects can be scanned 
simultaneously
You can scan several small parts at the 
same time by placing them at a sufficient 
distance from each other, 
avoiding overlapping.

Add additional geometry 
to the object
When scanning an object with a flat 
or symmetrical geometry, you can add 
additional geometry. By sticking balls 
or other shapes from plasticine on an 
object, we will greatly simplify both manual 
and automatic alignment of scans.

11

Fasten the object with plasticine 
Small and flat objects can be placed 
on a base made of plasticine. You can 
also use a stand made of foam with 
a cross-cut in the center.

9
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Apply markers on smooth 
surfaces
Markers must be applied on the flat areas 
of the object. Make sure that the bends 
of the markers are excluded.

Apply more markers to areas 
with complex geometry
It is necessary to apply more markers 
if there are areas with a sharp change 
in curvature (angles, areas with sharp 
transitions, etc.) on the scanning object.

Add markers to the edges 
(side surfaces of the object)
Do not forget to apply markers on the side 
surface when scanning large prismatic 
objects. It will be easier for the scanner 
to form a common geometry for 
the subsequent alignment of scans 
using these markers.

12
Use dark background
To exclude the capture of 
surfaces that are not part 
of the scanned object you 
can put black matter under it.

13
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Fix the object when scanning 
on a turntable
If the object is lightweight, it should be fixed 
to prevent movement when scanning on a 
turntable (clay or duct tape can be used).

Split the project into parts
When scanning a large object with an esti-
mated number of scans greater than 100, 
it is recommended to divide the project into 
several parts to speed up the post-process-
ing process.

Use a special frame to scan 
small parts on which 
it is impossible to apply markers
Apply markers on all surfaces of the frame 
and save the base grid they form to a 
separate file. The object needs to be fixed 
in a frame with bolts. If the reference grid 
of markers is loaded before scanning the 
scans will be aligned automatically.

16
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Start scanning from the center
Scanning of the object with dimensions 
from 2 to 3 measuring volumes should 
start from the center.

Use a paint tape to stick markers 
(targets) on large objects
To speed up the process of removing 
markers from the surface of a large object 
(such as cars), they can be sticked 
to a paint tape.

Prepare the surface 
of the object for scanning
The dark and glare surfaces of the 
object should be cleaned and treated 
with a matting spray.
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